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Designed and built in Great Britain, the 
SpaceVac high-level cleaning system is a 
revolution in high-level cleaning.

Providing a safe, efficient way to clean from the 
safety of the ground floor, our revolutionary cleaning 
technology is taking the world by storm.
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The SpaceVac Internal high-
level cleaning system is a 
revolution in high-level cleaning. 

Offering 11m of reach, the system gives 
operators the ability to clean quickly 
and efficiently from the safety of the 
ground floor. 

Our lightweight interlocking cleaning 
poles, come with a diverse range of 
heads and attachments to offer a 
flexible and powerful cleaning solution 
for operators maintaining facilities such 
as; 

- Cinemas & Theatres
- Schools & Colleges
- Shopping centres & malls
- Stadiums & Arenas
- Museums
- Warehouses & Factories 

Further - built with safety at 
heart, all of our brushes and heads 
are interconnectable to provide 
interchangeable options, while all of our 
tools, heads and brushes are equipped 
with our unique Safety Locking 
Mechanism to ensure total operator 
safety. 

Finally - all of the SpaceVac’s cleaning 
systems, come with a hose to pole 
adaptor ensuring continuous suction.

Whats Included:

Pole Kit:

5 x 1.6m Carbon Fibre Poles
1 x 0.8m Carbon Fibre Pole

Padded pole bag

Head Kit:

3 x Carbon Fibre cleaning heads
5 x Specialist brushes and attachments

Hose Kit:

5m hose
Hose to Vac Adaptor

 
Camera Kit:

Wireless camera & clip
Wireless monitor and clip
Camera bag
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The SpaceVac External high-
level cleaning system is the 
perfect solution for cleaning and 
maintaining blocked guttering 
and downpipes. 

Keeping guttering and overflow systems 
clear and free of blockages is crucial for 
both the integrity of building structures 
and also the health of the occupants. 
Offering 15m of reach, the system gives 
operators the ability to clean  these 
problem areas quickly and efficiently 
from the safety of the ground floor. 

Our lightweight interlocking cleaning 
poles, feature a 50mm diameter for 
improved airflow at height and less 
blockages when removing heavy duty 
blockages. Further the system comes 
equipped with a diverse range of heads 
and tools for quickly removing even the 
most stubborn of build ups.

Further - built with safety at heart, all 
of our heavy duty, industrial strength 
heads and cleaning tools are equipped 
with our unique Safety Locking 
Mechanism to ensure total operator 
safety by preventing separation when 
the system is in use. 

Finally - all of the SpaceVac’s cleaning 
systems, come with a hose to pole 
adaptor which is designed to prevent 
the hose slipping of the pole, this 
ensures continuous suction.

Whats Included:

Pole Kit:

6 x 1.6m 50mm Carbon Fibre Poles
1 x 0.8m 50mm Carbon Fibre Pole

Padded pole bag

Head Kit:

1 x Aluminium cleaning heads
4 x Aluminium cleaning heads

Hose Kit:

5m 50mm hose
Hose to Vac Adaptor

 
Camera Kit:

Wireless camera & clip
Wireless monitor and clip
Camera bag

SpaceVac: The World’s Leading High-Level Cleaning System
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The SpaceVac ATEX system  
brings our revolutionary 
high-level cleaning system 
to specialist explosive 
atmospheres worldwide. 

ATEX areas are prone to explosions 
due to the build up and deflagration of 
combustible dusts requiring specialist 
tools to clean and maintain them. 
 
SpaceVacs ATEX system features a 
full carbon version of our 38mm poles 
along with full carbon and ATEX certified 
versions of our internal pole and head 
kit - featuring a range of specialist tools 
and brushes - all featuring our unique 
Safety Locking Mechanism for total 
operator safety during operation. 

A completely  conductive, anti-static 
cleaning system, SpaceVacs ATEX 
system is protected under worldwide 
patent and is the first system of its kind 
anywhere in the world to be certified as 
safe for use in these specialist explosive 
atmospheres. 

Finally - all of the SpaceVac’s cleaning 
systems, come with a hose to pole 
adaptor which is designed to prevent 
the hose slipping of the pole, this 
ensures continuous suction when in 
use.

Whats Included:

Pole Kit:

5 x 1.6m Full Carbon 38mm Poles
1 x 0.8m Full Carbon 38mm Pole

Padded pole bag

Head Kit:

3 x Full Carbon cleaning heads
5 x Specialist brushes and attachments

Hose Kit:

5m ATEX hose
Hose to Vac Adaptor
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owners in the UK, Tesco has a huge 
nationwide estate of buildings of 
all shapes and sizes, in a range of 
locations and environments. 

One of the things that these stores 
all share in common though, is the 
need to keep their gutters and 
downpipes clear of blockages and 
dirt.

With our lightweight interlocking 
50mm poles and durable range 
of tools and heads, we were the 
perfect solution to a perenial 
problem for facilities managers.

After trialling SpaceVac in a limited 
number of stores, Tesco placed a 
large order of SpaceVac’s external 

cleaning system to deploy to their in-
house facilities management teams 
across the UK.

These were rolled out to the estate 
throughout 2017; all supported by 
a full nationwide training program 
delivered by SpaceVacs in house 
team of dedicated cleaning 
professionals. 

SpaceVac’s Internal cleaning 
system was the perfect choice 
when swedish retailer Ikea were 
looking for a high-level cleaning 
solution. 

Historically, the FM team onsite 
had to clean the myriad of high-
level installations in-store as well 
as built up dust in the myriad of 
overhead cable trays found in all of 
the stores. 

When dust built up in these trays, 
the cables are not able to cool 
sufficiently, and as a result - the 
built up dust becomes a fire hazard.

Where previously, a 2 man team 
utilised a hydraulic platform on 

wheels to clean small areas at a time, 
SpaceVac enabled one man to clean 
the same area much faster with less 
impact on the rest of the store. 

The system is now a standard part 
of Ikeas Facility Management plan 
across Sweden.

Some of our clients liclude...




